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Abstract
There is a huge amount of complex information on tourism websites, but there is a problem
of how to sift key information quickly through a clutter of information. In view of the
problems of numerous comment information, this paper proposes an algorithm of
intelligent crawling information, which is used to crawl the comment information of tourist
attractions in Sichuan region of Ctrip by Python language.Meanwhile, aiming at the problem
of anti-crawler mechanism in some websites, this paper puts forward a crawling method of
accessing model browsers. The validity of the algorithm is verified through the test of
crawling website information, which will help to run crawler work more efficiently.
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1. Introduction
With the development of times, people's consumption concept has also changed. More and more
people pursue high-quality life, so there are a batch of tourists. According to The Main Data Report
on Tourism Economy in the first half of 2018 which released on the official website of the Ministry
of Culture and Tourism, in the first half of 2018, the national tourism consumption is booming, the
tourism of the whole region focuses on a better life, the integration and innovation of tourism, culture,
creativity and science and technology attracts much attention, and the trend of quality improvement
and performance improvement is becoming more and more obvious.The number of domestic tourists
reached 2.826 billion, an increase of 11.4% from a year earlier. The total number of immigration
tourists reached 141 million, an increase of 6.9% from a year earlier.This shows that China's tourism
industry is still in a stage of steady development.With the development of information technology,
the internet information explosive increases[1].Before traveling, people will search the information
about the tourist attractions from the website, and they will make a decision by looking at the previous
comments, then the comment information is particularly important.Faced with a huge amount of
information, users often find it difficult to make a decision, so a crawling algorithm is designed. The
method of crawling information in this paper can effectively improve this situation.
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2. Web crawler
2.1 Concept
Web crawler, also known as web spider or web robot[2], is a program or script that automatically
crawls information on the World Wide Web according to certain rules[3].Web crawlers can be
roughly divided into two categories: one is the general crawler which designed by the search engine
service provider, and the other is the data crawler which obtain the required information on a specific
URL.
2.2 Python
Python, as a computer programming language, is an object-oriented scripting language with dynamic
semantics [5].It is simple to use, syntactically concise, and has a wide variety of third-party function
libraries [6].Originally designed Python primarily for automated scripting, which is increasingly used
in large and stand-alone projects as versions are constantly updated.
Using Python to grab the interface of the web page itself is more concise than C++, Java . Compared
with Shell, Perl, Python provides a more complete API to access web documents.Many web pages
are not mechanized for stiff fetching, then you need to use simulated user login to browse the web,
which can be easily solved by mechanize in python.The beautiful soap in Python can handle the text
of the captured webpage very well, that is, it can handle most of the text processing with a few simple
lines of codes.
2.3 Process
The general framework of web crawlers is shown in F.g 1.
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F.g 1 General framework for web crawlers
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the workflow of the web crawler is as follows:
The first step selects a carefully selected seed URL;
Put the selected URL into the queue to be crawled;
Read the URL in the queue to be crawled, obtain the IP of the host, and save the webpage
corresponding to the URL to the downloaded webpage. Finally put these URLs into the crawled URL
queue;
Analyze the other URLs in the crawled URL, re-place these URLs into the URL to be crawled, and
proceed to the next loop [7,8].
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3. Web crawler design
3.1 Main technology
3.1.1 Pyquery
The pyquery library is a very powerful and flexible web parsing library that is often used in Python.
pyquery allows jquery queries on xml documents and fast xml and html operations using lxml.
Pyquery is faster and more usable than other parsing libraries.
3.1.2 Selenium
Selenium is a browser automation tool for automated web testing and web-based task management
automation. Support multi-platform, multi-browser, multi-language to achieve automated testing.
Selenium can operate the browser directly, exactly like the real user is actually working. These
include actions such as clicking a link, entering text, and mimicking a mouse click.
3.2 Climbing experiment design
In order to verify the effectiveness of the crawling algorithm for a large amount of information
crawling, ten pages of attraction information are selected for the characteristics of the Sichuan area
attractions in the Ctrip. Each of the attractions does not exceed 300 pages of information.
The crawling method designed in this paper is to first crawl the first spot of the first page, then climb
the first spot of the second page, the first spot on the third page, that is, the first one of all pages is
crawled. After the attraction, climb the second attraction of all the pages, the third attraction, and so
on. The main program code is as follows:
for start_item in range(start_items, end_items + 1):
for keyword in keywords:
url = 'https://piao.ctrip.com/'
html = get_one_page(url, keyword)
time.sleep(5)
parse_one_page(keyword, start_item, max_sights_pages, max_comment_pages, start_sights_pages,
start_comment_pages)
browser.quit()
First, the simulated user opens the ticket page of the Ctrip network to obtain the url of the scenic spot
in Sichuan. The main implementation code is:
def get_one_page(url, keyword):
print('loading webpage information...')
try:
browser.get(url)
pages_input = wait.until(
EC.presence_of_element_located((By.CSS_SELECTOR, '#mainInput')))
pages_submit = wait.until(
EC.element_to_be_clickable((
By.CSS_SELECTOR, '#base_bd > div:nth-child(1) > div > div.main_right >
div.search_wrap.basefix > a')))
Then, by observing the source code of each attraction's webpage, we can find that the composition of
the webpage source of each attraction is similar, and the difference lies in the difference of the digital
code, so we obtain the URL representing each attraction page by the following procedure.
def
parse_one_page(keyword,
start_item,
max_sights_pages,
max_comment_pages,
start_sights_pages=1,
start_comment_pages=1):
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sights_url = browser.current_url
print('attractions URL：{}'.format(sights_url))
sights_html = browser.page_source
pages_pattern = re.compile('<a href=".*?class="btn-last-page
reactid=.*?(\d+)</a>')
sights_url_pages = re.findall(pages_pattern, sights_html)

"

data-

Finally, the webpage is parsed, and relevant information of the user comment in the webpage is
captured, including the user name, the comment time, and the comment content. And save it as a txt
document for future use.
comment = doc1('p').text()
score = doc1('h4').text()
name_and_time = doc1('div span').text().split()
people_name = name_and_time[1::4]
people_name = [people_name[i].replace('*', '') for i in range(len(people_name))]
comment_time = name_and_time[2::4]

4. Experimental results and analysis
4.1 Run page display
The page display of the entire program is shown in F.g 2.

F.g 2 Page display
As can be seen from the figure, the entire crawling process can be viewed through the window on the
right side, which realizes the visualization of the crawling process. This is convenient for viewing
and comparing the reptile process for errors, whether the crawled information is missing or not.
4.2 Txt document display
Save all the attractions you have crawled in a folder in the form of a txt file, as shown in F.g 3:
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F.g 3 All attractions show
Open any txt document we can see inside the content as shown in F.g4, including the name of the
attraction, the star rating, the location of the attraction, the user rating, the comment content, the user
name, the comment time.

F.g 4 One of the attractions shows
As you can see from F.g4, the document contains the comments we need. By crawling a large amount
of information designed to capture the work, this part can successfully verify the feasibility and
effectiveness of the algorithm.

5. Conclusion
This paper designs a visual crawling method, using python as the basic language and using Selenium,
Pyquery and other crawler technologies to crawl the comments of scenic spots in Sichuan region of
Ctrip. A total of 200 scenic spots in Sichuan province and about 260,000 comments are
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crawled.Finally the data saved as a TXT document for later using.The crawler which is carried out in
the way of simulating user operation and the whole process of crawling can be seen intuitively, which
is conducive to the smooth progress of crawler and the timely detection of errors.The designed
crawling algorithm successfully acquired a large amount of comment data information of the
website,which effectively helped tourists to quickly obtain the information that they needed from a
large amount of information of the website.
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